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The Unit for Rural Change (UCAR)
• Agency of the Ministry of Agriculture, Farming
and Fishing that coordinates programs and
projects financed by external resources to
promote equitable development in rural areas.
• Our programs cover three main focus areas:
 Infrastructure for Agrifood Production
 Agrifood Development and Sustainable
Management of Natural Resources
 Strategically Coordinated Policies in the public
sector

• Portfolio Managed by UCAR: USD 1.506.131.571.
• UCAR projects’ main financial institutions:

COMING SOON!

Environmental & Social safeguards in UCAR
- Accreditation as NIE: April 2012
- Project Approval: April 2013
• UCAR had previous experienced regarding E&S safeguards:
– National and local regulation (ESIA, public consultation).
– Operational Manuals for each program reflecting funding agencies E&S
policies (ESIA, involuntary resettlement, cultural heritage, indigenous
communities).
– Limited consideration on the benefits of their implementation: “only
performed what was mandatory”.

Environmental & Social safeguards during AF project
formulation process
• Project formulation primarily guided
by Executing Agencies procedures.
• Reluctance to incorporate new
approaches that were not included in
their procedures: i.e. ESIA, gender
approach, broader consultation
process.
• Project impact and risks identification
limited to what was required by the
AF (prior to E&S safeguards).
• The consultation process could have
reached more actors and institutions.

Project implementation challenges
• Incorporate “new” approaches during
implementation:
– Views and interests of actors not consulted
during project formulation: local authorities,
NGOs.
– Gender and rural youth approach: “who does
what?”.
– Adapt monitoring and reporting procedures.
– Perform environmental studies not identified
during formulation process.

ESMS implementation in UCAR: What have we been doing?
•Convincing people in the organization that
it’s worth it.
• Developing and incorporating new policies and
procedures:
– UCAR´s E&S policy.
– Own operational policies regarding gender,
consultation, indigenous communities, ESIA.
– grievance mechanisms.

• Working with different areas of the institution to
incorporate E&S safeguards in our procedures.
• Learning on how to translate E&S safeguards into
concrete actions which add value into projects.

E&S safeguards issues we are working on
• Validate UCAR’s own ESMS with funding agencies to avoid
multiple standards.
•

Gap analysis between UCAR´s ESMS and partner institutions.

• Communication and Training (internal and partner
organizations): promote the adoption of E&S safeguards.
•

Monitoring and review:
•

Indicators.

•

Measuring and Improving our ESMS.

• Our experience: it worth it!!!
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